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USE OF THIS WEBSITES-DISCLAIMER PURE NATUR 

 

CONDITIONS 

In this document we determine under which conditions you can use our websites.  

OWNERSHIP 

Our websites, www.purenatur.com, www.purenatur.nl, and www.purenatur.co.uk, and its 

subdomains. are the properties of Pure Functionals BV. Pure Functionals BV (Pure Functionals) 

is situated at Overschiestraat 65, 1062 XD in Amsterdam.  

TRADEMARKS 

Pure Natur is a registered Trademark of Pure Functionals BV at BOIP. 

INTELLECTUAL-PROPERTY 

The mentioned websites, its information, our newsletters, our offers and our other publications, 

and all parts thereof, except for certain third-party external links, are the exclusive property of Pure 

Functionals. All intellectual property (rights) of and to our websites are with Pure Functionals. 

COPYRIGHTS 

Since all copyrights to its websites are with Pure Functionals, it is not permitted to publish, copy, 

or store the websites, newsletters, or parts thereof without explicit written permission from Pure 

Functionals. This also means that distributing, adjusting, reusing, duplicating, replacing or any 

other form of using the texts and/or information on these websites conflicts with (our) intellectual 

property rights. Computer generated images, walkthroughs and render images used on its websites 

are the artist's impression. Pure Functionals reserves the right to change the content or remove 

parts of these websites at any time without having to notify you. 

NO-LIABLITY 

Our websites were made with reasonable care and the information provided was gathered with 

reasonable efforts of accuracy and consistency of its content, however, they may hold unintentional 

inaccuracies or errors such as programming- or typing-errors. For the prices on our websites and 

in the newsletters, we strive to reflect reality and intended prices as accurately possible.  

Pure Functionals does not make any representation or warranty or guarantee of any kind, express 

or implied, about the completeness, accuracy, reliability, suitability, or availability with respect to 

the websites and/or the information, products, prices, offers, services, and/or related graphics 

contained on its websites for any purpose. Any reliance you place on such information is therefore 

strictly at your own risk. 

In no event Pure Functionals nor its partners, directors, service providers, and employees, will be 

liable for any loss or damages, causes of action (including but not limited to negligence), any 

errors, injury, whether direct, indirect, consequential, or incidental, suffered or incurred by any 

person/s or due to any use and, or inability to use our websites or (its) information, action taken or 

abstained through it or any loss of data or profits arising out of, or in connection with, the use of 

our websites, and also since Pure Functionals cannot guarantee that its websites and services can 

be offered continuously and error-free.  

http://www.purenatur.com/
http://www.purenatur.nl/
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RESERVATION-OF-RIGHTS 

Pure Functionals reserves the right to change the range of products and/or services at any time and 

without liability towards the customer or third parties and to remove products and services from 

the assortment. Pure Functionals can occasionally make special offers on its websites, or likewise, 

that are related to its products and services.  

Pure Functionals reserves the right to change, limit or terminate such offers at our own discretion 

at any time. Pure Functionals furthermore reserves the right (but is not obliged) to restrict the sale 

of products or the provision of services to specific customers, to third parties or to certain countries 

or (in) regional jurisdictions at any time without giving reasons or terminate completely. 

NO-MEDICAL-ADVICE 

Pure Functionals does not provide medical advice nor brings medical claims in any way regarding 

the products, nor its ingredients, mentioned on our websites. 

THIRD-PARTY-LINKS 

Through our websites you may be able to link to other websites which are not under the control of 

Pure Functionals.  Links that lead to websites outside of our domain(s) are informative and are not 

the property of Pure Functionals. We have no control over the nature, content, and availability of 

those sites. If these links are activated, you will leave our websites. Pure Functionals is not 

responsible for the content of these sites to which reference is made. The inclusion of (any of) 

these links does not necessarily imply a recommendation or endorse the views expressed within 

them.  

AVAILABILITY 

Efforts are made to keep the websites up and running, however, Pure Functionals takes no 

responsibility for, and will not be liable for, a/its website(s) being temporarily unavailable due to 

technical issues.  

GENERAL-TERMS-AND-CONDITIONS 

Purchase, sales, and deliveries of our products is based on our Sales Terms and Conditions as 

published on our websites, registered at the Dutch Chamber of Commerce of the Netherlands with 

number 77944127. 

 

Amsterdam, June 2022 


